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Molecular structure design inspired by naturally occurring light harvesting systems has been 
intensely pursued over the last couple of decades. Interesting new structures include the π-
conjugated porphyrin nanorings, which show promising features such as ultrafast excited-state 
delocalization, leading to suppressed radiative rates, superradiance with increasing temperature 
and energy transfer times comparable to their natural counterparts. An important question to be 
addressed in such systems is the role and time scale of structural motions and how they affect 
excited-state delocalization. Here it is shown that porphyrin nanorings which are not rigidified 
by a template are structurally heterogeneous in the ground state and evolve dynamically on a 
tens of picoseconds timescale. In the excited state a structural relaxation of the porphyrin 
nanorings is observed, on a picosecond timescale. Furthermore ultrafast excitation 
delocalization is observed, by anisotropy measurements, being insensitive to structural motions 
of the nanorings.
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Molecular structures based on -conjugated chromophores present attractive features such 
as semiconducting character1,2,3 and nonlinear optical properties4,5,6,7. Various applications rely 
on such features including electroluminescent devices8,9, solar cells10,11, optical switches12,13, 
and fluorescent biosensors14,15. The synthesis of conjugated porphyrin multi-chromophore 
structures tailored for specific applications has witnessed great progress during the last couple 
of decades16,17. A significant amount of work has been done on π-conjugated molecular systems 
comprised of extended linear one-dimensional oligomers18,19,20, for which their physical 
properties correlate well with the length of the conjugated chain21. However, due to their finite 
size, linear oligomers present end-effects that can alter their physical behaviour7,22,23. These 
effects can be overcome by working with shape persistent and cyclically conjugated two-
dimensional macrocycles. Such structures can behave like idealized, infinite π-conjugated 
oligomers with completely new photophysical characteristics24,25. Significantly, nature exploits 
such structures to harvest sunlight26,27. A number of photosynthetic organisms have evolved to 
use a wide variety of macrocycles comprising π-conjugated units to efficiently harvest solar 
energy and transfer it to reaction centers.28,29
Therefore, there is great interest in understanding the photophysics and excited state 
dynamics of conjugated nanorings. Excitations in such structures tend to exhibit highly 
delocalized character25. However, large extended chromophoric structures inevitably present 
conformational heterogeneity that can act as a perturbation and localize the excitation on a given 
chromophore or region of the macrocycle30. This is detrimental to the efficient operation 
envisaged for photonic structures and biomimetic light harvesting applications.  An essential 
source of perturbation is provided by linking groups that affect and modulate the dihedral angle 
formed between the ring chromophoric units. The dihedral angle minimization (also called 
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“planarization”) enhances the conjugation length, generally increasing excitation delocalization 
along the porphyrin oligomer structure.  
The most important physical and chemical properties of -conjugated chromophores 
involve their excited electronic states.  However, excited states have relatively short lifetimes 
and therefore it is necessary to apply time resolved spectroscopy to infer detailed information 
about their photophysical and photochemical processes. Furthermore, given the high energy 
content in visible electronic excitation, structural motions can significantly affect the dynamics 
in -conjugated chromophores and a better understanding of how such motions are coupled to 
electronic transitions is of great interest.
In this work we present a detailed study of ultrafast excited state dynamics of -conjugated 
six-membered porphyrin nanorings, with (c-P6T6) and without (c-P6) a template. The 
molecular structure of such compounds, together with a parent porphyrin dimer (P2) is shown 
in Figure 1. The aim is to investigate and characterize structural heterogeneity by monitoring 
changes in the electronic spectra. Ultrafast excitation delocalization and picosecond-timescale 
structural dynamics are revealed. 
Experimental and Theoretical Methods
The time resolved measurements have been carried out on a conventional ultrafast transient 
absorption apparatus31. Briefly, an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (Spectra Physics Spitfire 
ACE), that generates 120 fs pulses centred at 800 nm with a repetition rate of 1 kHz, drives a 
commercial noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA, Light Conversion, TOPAS 
White), producing pulses around 20 fs duration, and also two collinear commercial OPAs (Light 
Conversion, TOPAS Prime) capable of giving 75 fs pulses tuneable from the UV to the IR. The 
NOPA pulses, used as pump, were recompressed close to the Fourier transform limit at the 
sample position and characterized by transient grating frequency resolved optical gating (TG-
FROG) using a 1 mm fused silica window as the nonlinear medium.  To generate broadband 
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probe pulses in the vis - near IR region, a 30 mm focal length lens was used to focus around 10 
µJ, originating from an OPA centred at 1200 nm, onto a 3 mm thick sapphire window, to 
generate a supercontinuum spectrum spanning a spectral region from 550 nm until 1200 nm. 
Reflective optics were used (predominantly) in the experiment to direct the pump and probe 
pulses to the sample position, thus keeping the dispersion as low as possible.  The pump and 
probe pulses were focused to spots with FWHM of 158 ± 7 µm and 37 ± 2 µm. The probe beam 
had its polarization set at 45o with regards to the pump beam. After the sample, the probe beam 
is split into two with a polarizing beam splitter and each polarization is measured 
simultaneously. The spectrum of both probe polarizations are measured at 1 kHz using two 
back-thinned full frame transfer (FFT) CCD cameras (Entwicklungsbuero Stresing) 
incorporated into a home-built two-channel prism-based spectrometer.  An optical chopper was 
used to modulate the pump pulses at 500 Hz allowing transient absorption difference spectra to 
be calculated for consecutive probe pulses. The isotropic response is determined by calculating 
 whereas the anisotropy31 is given by .𝑆𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 1/3(𝑆 ∥ +2𝑆 ⊥ ) 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑜 = (𝑆 ∥ ― 𝑆 ⊥ )/(𝑆 ∥ +2𝑆 ⊥ )
The porphyrin nanorings were synthesised as reported previously32,33 and dissolved in 
toluene with 1% v/v pyridine to prevent aggregation. The resulting solutions were placed in 1 
mm optical path static cells for both the steady-state and time-resolved measurements, adjusting 
their concentration in order to obtain OD around 0.3 at their steady-state maxima. 
Measurements performed at lower concentration gave the same results, confirming that no 
aggregation was present.
Results and Discussion
The porphyrin structures studied here consist of nanorings composed by six meso-
substituted zinc porphyrin units (aryl groups (3,5-bis(trihexylsilyl)benzene) at meso-positions) 
forming a circular structure through butadiyne links. Their structures are shown in Figure 1. 
The circular structure can be rigidified by the support of an inner hexapyridyl template (shown 
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in blue in Figure 1). Importantly, the butadiyne interconnecting links ensure complete π-
conjugation of the nanoring, as evidenced by a large red shift of the lowest singlet absorption 
band (Q-band) relative to that of the bisalkynylporphyrin monomer34. The visible to near UV 
absorption spectrum of c-P6 and c-P6T6 with their respective band assignments are shown in 
Figure S1. Similarly to other substituted porphyrin structures34, the lowest energy spectral 
amplitude is related to transitions from the ground state into the so-called Q-band. Due to the 
asymmetric substitution present in the nanoring porphyrin units, the degeneracy of the transition 
dipole moments along the x and y axes is lifted35. 
Determination of the lowest energy transition of the nanoring structure is complicated. 
Nanoring systems, including the light-harvesting LH2 system, have a circular symmetry. 
Therefore, by analogy, the excited state energy-levels can be conveniently described by the 
Hückel molecular orbital theory for π-conjugated molecules.36 The main outcome of the model 
is that there will be two nondegenerate k = 0 (S1) and k = 3 (S4) as well as two pairwise 
degenerate k = ±1 (S2) and k = ±2 (S3) electronic excited states. Furthermore, Hückel theory 
also indicates that only transition dipole moments to the two degenerate k = ±1 (S2) states of 
orthogonal polarization (x and y transitions) carry significant oscillator strength. Additionally, 
according to the Kasha model, for a circular structure the transition dipole moment 
contributions will sum to zero, i.e., the lowest k = 0 (S1) has a transition dipole moment strength 
equal to zero.32 Once the molecule has relaxed into its lowest energy state, emission is expected 
to be strongly suppressed compared to the emission observed in the porphyrin monomer. This 
was indeed reported for c-P6 and c-P6T633, which present a small fluorescence quantum yield 
(0.43% and 0.12%, respectively) and small radiative rate constants (0.029 ns-1 and 0.0048 ns-1 
respectively). Thus, the intense absorption spectrum is assigned to the strongly allowed S0 −> 
S2 transition followed by a fast internal conversion to the S1 state, where emission is suppressed. 
Given that c-P6 is not held in place by the template, it has some flexibility, so cancellation of 
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the transition dipoles is expected to be less complete, explaining a larger transition moment 
than for c-P6T6.25
The dark state nature of the lowest excited singlet state in nanorings, makes the 
identification of the ground to first excited state (S0 −> S1) transition difficult. Recently time 
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) estimated this transition to be at ∼ 945 nm.33 A 
further challenge remains the assignment of the sequence of similarly-spaced strong absorption 
peaks clearly visible in the templated nanoring c-P6T6, at 777, 813, and 858 nm (Figure S1). 
One assignment was made in terms of a Franck−Condon progression of a vibrational mode 
coupled to the electronic transition33, with a wavenumber around ∼605 cm−1. An alternative 
interpretation assigns electronic states to the peaks that appear in the absorption spectrum. This 
assignment was based on two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy measurements37, where the 
analysis and classification of coherences of different origins allowed for the identification of 
electronic transitions present in these nanorings. However, an unambiguous and complete 
assignment of the origin of the peaks appearing in the absorption and emission spectra remains 
an elusive question.
A series of time-resolved pump-probe spectra for c-P6 and for c-P6T6 are shown in Figures 
2a and 2c (main graphs), together with the linear absorption and pump laser spectra (top graphs, 
shown in red and blue, respectively). For both structures the pump-probe signal consists of a 
strong ground state bleach (GSB) (680 nm – 890 nm, related to S0 −> S2 transitions) and a broad 
excited state absorption (ESA) which extends into the IR region as well as to wavelengths 
shorter than 680 nm. Those signals are established within the time resolution of our experiment 
(~50 fs) as can be seen in Figures 2b and 2d, an important observation indicating that the S2 −> 
S1 internal conversion is very efficient, as was also observed for other cyclic structures. 
Theoretical calculations performed on conjugated cycloparaphenylenes, made up of 14 
monomers, have shown that the internal energy transfer to the lowest singlet excited state 
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happens on a 50 fs timescale38. The results presented on Figure 2b and 2d give evidence that 
such fast internal conversion also occurs for the porphyrin nanorings. There is no risetime or 
fast decay time observable for the ESA contribution, which would indicate any S1 population 
formation or S2 relaxation. Therefore, this process must be occurring during pulse overlap 
around time zero or on a timescale which is too fast to be resolved with our experimental setup.
As the inset of figures 2c and 2d shows, the ESA signal fully relaxes in a couple of 
nanoseconds whereas the GSB does not completely recover within the time range of our 
experiment. This can be assigned to triplet state formation, which relaxes back to the ground 
state over much longer timescales. The nonradiative rate constant for c-P6T6 (knr = 1.6 ns-1) is 
smaller than for c-P6 (knr = 2.03 ns-1) and, therefore, the efficiency in accumulating population 
in the triplet state is reduced, producing a smaller offset in the final bleach values. Apart from 
a long time decay, there is a fast spectral evolution, mainly in the 820 – 1100 nm spectral region, 
during the first 500 fs, which is observed in both structures.
To quantify the time evolution of the whole pump-probe signal, we applied a global analysis 
fitting procedure to the data.39 The resulting decay associated difference spectra (DADS) are 
shown in Figure 3 (normalized DADS are presented in Figure S6). To access quality of the 
fitting, time resolved curves at specific wavelengths together with fit are presented in Figure 
S2.  For c-P6T6 at least three components were necessary to completely fit the data whereas 
for c-P6 one additional time component was necessary. The shortest component, with a time 
constant around 150 fs, accounts for a fast spectral evolution already mentioned (in the region 
of the 820 – 1100 nm). This contribution can be assigned either to excited state energy 
equilibration within the vibronic energy levels or downhill vibrational energy relaxation. The 
much slower contributions are due to ESA decay and GSB recovery (462 ps for c-P6 and 241 
ps for c-P6T6) and triplet state formation (~ ns) that is not resolved in our experiment. The 
triplet states of c-P6 and c-P6T6 have previously been observed with transient electron 
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paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy by Tait et al40, where they had lifetimes of 
hundreds of microseconds (at 20 K) and were fully delocalized on the EPR timescale. 
Furthermore, the longer relaxation time for c-P6 (462 ps) compared to c-P6T6 (241 ps) can be 
explained by the fact that structural inhomogeneity breaks perfect circular symmetry of the c-
P6 rings enabling slight increase in transition dipole moment. This is reflected in the higher 
radiative rate for c-P6 (0.029 ns-1) when compared to c-P6T6 (0.0048 ns-1). An extra 
component, with a time constant of 200 ps, is required to describe the spectral evolution of c-
P6. This component can be assigned to the molecular planarization in the excited state, i.e., 
minimization of the dihedral angles between the porphyrin monomers composing the nanoring 
as reported before.41,42,43 Figure 4 compares curves at 900 nm and 910 nm (these wavelengths 
were chosen because the rising signal is maximized at those specific wavelengths), 
corresponding to ESA, for c-P6 and c-P6T6, respectively, clearly evidencing the absence of a 
rising ESA signal for c-P6T6. This is so because the c-P6T6 structure is rigidified by the 
support of an inner hexapyridyl template, which keeps the porphyrin rings planarized. 
Furthermore, in the same figure, a comparison is made with a measurement done for the c-P6 
parent dimer, P2, for which the planarization in the excited state was already well 
characterized44. The curves for c-P6 and P2 overlap almost perfectly, providing strong evidence 
for the origin of this contribution to the pump-probe signal.
Further evidence for the structural inhomogeneity present in the c-P6 solution is provided 
in Figure 5. A comparison is made between pump-probe curves obtained when exciting c-P6 at 
high energy (pump centred at 720 nm, blue curve) with excitation of c-P6 set at a low energy 
(pump centre at 850 nm, red curve). Figure 4, corresponding to an early time (T = 100 fs) 
transient spectra, shows that when excitation is set at low energy, the transient absorption shows 
the well resolved peaks as for the rigidified c-P6T6 structure. Whereas for the same early times, 
when excitation is set at higher energies, a much smoother transient spectrum is obtained. The 
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explanation proposed for this is that c-P6 within the solution has a considerable amount of static 
disorder, caused by the distribution of dihedral angles between the porphyrin units that make 
up the nanoring. This assignment is confirmed by comparison to an equivalent set of 
measurements performed on templated c-P6T6, as shown in Figure S3. For c-P6T6, the 
spectral shape of pump-probe spectra is independent from excitation  Structures which have, 
on average, larger dihedral angles present higher transition energies whereas structures with 
smaller dihedral angles42,45, i.e., more planarized, will have smaller transition energies. Thus 
excitation at lower energies will give transient spectra resembling more c-P6T6, in which the 
dihedral angles are kept fixed at small values by the hexapyridyl inner template.  The transient 
behaviour is in agreement with what is observed for c-P6 and c-P6T6 linear absorption spectra, 
where the rigidified structure c-P6T6, which has small dihedral angles between its comprising 
porphyrin units, absorbs at lower energies when compared to the non-templated c-P6 nanoring. 
Therefore, what Figure 5a shows is that the low energy excitation preferentially excites the 
planarized structures among the distribution. In other words, changing the wavelength of the 
excitation pulse, selective excitation (hole-burning) of different subsets of nanorings is 
performed, with a relatively narrow distribution of dihedral angles (more twisted on the blue 
side and more planar on the red side) among the inhomogeneously broadened distribution of c-
P6 nanorings in solution.
As time evolves, there is a dynamical evolution of the structures and the dihedral angles can 
change, altering the distribution’s absorption spectrum. This is shown in Figure 5b and 5c. As 
the delay time between pump and probe increases, the peaks start to be “washed out”, resulting 
in transient spectra for different excitations to become very similar. The time constant retrieved 
for this dihedral angle randomization in the ground state (given that the GSB is being observed) 
is 55 ps. This time constant is obtained by fitting the residual of the difference between pump-
probe curves obtained when exciting c-P6 at high energy (pump centred at 720nm) with 
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excitation of c-P6 set at a low energy (pump centre at 850nm) (Figure S4).  Therefore, this 
process is almost 4 times faster than the excited state planarization. Interestingly, the 
planarization in the excited state of the untemplated ring is almost four times slower than the 
random fluctuations taking place in its ground state. This is in contrast to what was observed in 
the parent dimer P2, in which structural dynamics occurs on a slower timescale in the ground 
state. These differences are related to the nature of the electronic excited states in which 
electronic dynamics are taking place, with the S1 excited state of P2 resembling more S2 of c-
P6, which is initially populated. Due to the ultrafast S2 -> S1 population transfer in c-P6, 
planarization takes place in S1 which has a different character than S1 state in P2.
Finally, the wavelength and time resolved anisotropy was determined, as shown for c-P6 in 
Figure 6a and for c-P6T6 in Figure S5. The two-dimensional plot shows the anisotropy as a 
colour scale for a given wavelength and time. The top graph shows the laser spectrum (blue), 
steady-state absorption spectrum (red) and an isotropic transient absorption curve at T=200fs 
(green). When the isotropic signal crosses zero the anisotropy becomes undefined (at around 
675 and 900 nm). The main feature of this graph is that there is no major anisotropy variation 
across the spectral region studied. The anisotropy value is around 0.1, apart from very early 
times. This is so for c-P6 (Figure 6a) and for c-P6T6 (Figure S5), implying that anisotropy is 
not affected by structural inhomogeneity. Figure 6b shows the anisotropy time evolution for a 
wavelength equal to 1050 nm, located in the ESA region. It is possible to resolve a fast (~ 50 
fs) decay during the first 200 fs, after which the anisotropy value stabilizes at around 0.1. As 
the inset graph shows, this value persists until the excited state signal has fully relaxed, even 
for c-P6. An anisotropy value of 0.1 is expected for a system which has no preferred excitation 
polarization direction as well no preferred emission dipole moment. This is exactly the case for 
transitions in the nanoring plane, where the polarization memory is completely lost in a two-
dimensional plane. However, energy transfer among the ring chromophores could also lead to 
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this randomization, it is however unlikely. It would have to be extremely fast given that it has 
to cover a distance of  ~ 15 nm (circumference length of a 2.4 nm ring) in 50 fs.
Wynne and Hochstrasser have shown46 that, when exciting degenerate states that have their 
transition dipole moment orthogonal, the electronic coherence properties of the two states 
involved need to be considered. In such a case the anisotropy value can be as high as 0.7 but 
quickly decays to a value of 0.1 as the coherence between states is lost. Therefore, the fast 50 
fs decay measured here, which is within the instrument time resolution, indicates a decoherence 
between k = ±1 states. Importantly, it also indicates that the excitation delocalizes along the 
nanoring within this fast timescale. This result confirms the earlier suggestion30 that both the 
absorbing and the emitting states must be fully delocalized over the nanoring.
Conclusions
The photophysics of two different -electron porphyrin nanorings was investigated through 
time resolved pump-probe spectroscopy. The non-templated c-P6 nanoring shows significant 
structural dynamics. In the excited sate, planarization occurs on a time scale of 200 ps whereas 
in the ground state dihedral angle randomization occurs faster, with a timescale of 55 ps.  On 
the other hand, the addition of an inner template, rigidifies the nanoring structure. Therefore, 
for c-P6T6 no significant structural motions are observed. In both nanorings, ultrafast excited 
state delocalization occurs along the whole nanoring, as evidenced by anisotropy 
measurements. The delocalization is faster than 50 fs, the instrumental response function used 
in this work. Interestingly, the excitation remains delocalized for the whole excited state 
population time and is not affected by structural motions as present in c-P6.
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Figure 1. Porphyrin structures consist of nanorings composed by six meso-substituted zinc 
porphyrin units (bearing aryl groups (3,5-bis(trihexylsilyl)benzene) at meso-positions) forming 
a circular structure through butadiyne links. c-P6T6 is the templated ring, c-P6 is the same 
structure without the hexapyridyl template (shown in blue). P2 is the parent dimer.
Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra at several probe delay times for (a) c-P6 and (c) c-P6T6. 
Graphs (b) and (d) show time resolved transient absorption curves taken at selected probing 
wavelengths of 1083 (red) and 776 nm (blue) for c-P6 and 1100 (red) and 809 nm (blue) for c-
P6T6.
Figure 3. Decay associated difference spectra (DADS) for (a) c-P6 and (b) c-P6T6.
Figure 4. Comparison of time resolved transient absorption curves taken at selected probing 
wavelengths: 900 nm for c-P6 (black), 910 nm for c-P6T6 (red) and 1160 nm for P2 (blue).  
The right hand side scale is related only to the P2 (blue) curve.
Figure 5. Transient absorption spectra for c-P6 at two different excitation conditions, as shown 
in the top graph, centred at 700 nm (blue) and 830 nm (red). The different graphs correspond 
to different pump-probe delay times as for (a) T=0.1 ps, (b) T=10 ps and (c) T=120 ps. 
Figure 6. (a) Two-dimensional plot showing the anisotropy as a colour scale. The top graph 
shows the laser spectrum (blue), absorption spectrum (red) and an isotropic transient absorption 
curve at T=200fs (green). (b) Anisotropy as a function of time taken at a selected probing 
wavelength of 1051 nm (black) and fit to the data (red).
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